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Playing with Shape
A series of different shapes gives each character a different look. 
Sometimes, all it takes to change a man from young to old is to reverse 
his shapes.
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Drawing Style
One character can be drawn in may different styles to acheve a unique 
look to a story or feel. Below Umbella Girl is illustrated by different 
artists. One artist can have many styles of drawing. 
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Variety in Characters
Give each characters in your story characteristics that will help the 
reader recognize them quickly. Quick trick to help you, if that character 
wore something else would the reader still recognize them?
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Main Character
The main character doesn’t have to be human; they can be an animal or 

an object. 
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Character Sheets

It’s a good idea to build character 
sheets for longer stories. Doing 
this will help keep the character 
looking constant throught the 
story. These can include expresion 
charts, character turn arounds, 
action poses, and details that 
need to be remebered. These 
sketches will also help you flush 
out your character; how do they 
smile, how do they walk, how do 
they act when they talk. 
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Backgrounds
The setting of your story needs carefull planing as well. Unless your 
characters live in the void or a constant snow storm, chances are you’ll 
need to draw at least one or two backgrounds to establish where the 
action is taking place. 
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Long comics require more though like city maps, layouts of the inside 
of buildings that the characters often revisit. Doing this will help you 
keep track or even the most intrecate scenes and you won’t be left 
wondering if you’d be able to see the window from this angle, or can 
he get to the door from that angle. 
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Amazing Worlds

The cool thing about comics is that you can travel anywhere the 
imagination takes you. You can build huge cities or revisit aincent 
civilizations; there are not bounderies. 
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Learning the rules of perspective 
will help you build anything you 
wish and make it believable.
Referencing real places and then 
just twisting those places to your 
needs is how professional comic 
artist work. Few people can recall 
from memory all the details of a 
city so having photo references is 
key.
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Below Art by John Christmas
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